Development of novel treatment strategies based on knowledge of cellular dysfunction in diabetes (BetaBat)
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Abstract

The European project BetaBat aims to develop new treatment strategies based on knowledge of cellular dysfunction in diabetes.

Mission

BetaBat will perform a detailed organelle diagnosis based on both focused and systems biology approaches, which will provide the scientific rationale for the design of specific interventions to boost the capacity of beta cells and brown adipocytes to regain homeostatic control. The project proposes that only by understanding the complex molecular mechanisms triggering cellular dysfunction in diabetes, and by integrating this knowledge at the systems level, will it be possible to develop interventional therapies that protect and restore beta cell and BAT function. The ultimate goal is to offer individual therapeutic choices based on both genetic information and organelle diagnosis.
Consortium History

The project was launched in October 2011.
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BetaBat is a collaborative project funded by the European Commission under the Seventh Framework Programme.
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